Broken sewage pipe in Long Branch Stream
Documented and written by Dominik Meade

Where and when it happened
On June 24th 2022, a broken sewage pipeline was found in Long Branch stream, where
there is a small strip of park-access land at the bottom of Windflower Ln.

^^ Part of the broken pipe sitting in the stream dis-lodged from its original position from
a flood. The water is much dirtier than it should be, even a couple days after a heavy
rain. This photo was taken before construction had started on fixing the pipeline, but
after the sewage had been diverted around the broken section. ^^
The pipeline was reported a couple days after a heavy rain that flooded the stream,
which is what most likely broke the pipe. When the pipeline was reported, it was
spewing sewage. It was always thought to be inactive by the neighborhood (Windflower
Ln) but the assumption was incorrect. When the pipeline was reported by email, the
county said that it was an active sewage pipeline. That same day, the county came and

redirected the flow of sewage around the broken section of pipe. I would like to add that
this pipe had been sitting exposed for years now, and was running through the creek
above the bottom of it because of all the erosion.

How it most likely broke
Long Branch Stream floods with even the slightest of rain, this is because it is a small
stream with lots of run-off sewers that lead into it. The pipe had been able to withstand
many floods before, but after so many, it had eroded underneath the pipe, so that it was
un-supported at the bottom of it. The pipe ran through what was one of the deepest
holes in the creek, at least 6ft deep at the deepest spot, if not more. During the flood
around June 24th, there are 2 scenarios which could have occurred.
Scenario 1: After 6 or so inches of sand being removed from underneath the pipe by
previous floods, there was no more support around the pipe where it ran through the
creek. Although it had been eroded underneath for a couple months, there had not been
any significant floods, all the floods before the pipe broke were more minor for Long
Branch Stream and only caused the water to rise 2-3ft. This flood was more significant,
which led to more water pressure being put onto the pipe. At some point, the pressure
was too much, and the pipe bent, then cracked in half. It is not visible from the pictures,
but the pipe did not only disconnect from where it was joined together (what the first
picture in this google doc shows), but it also unevenly shattered through the middle and
ultimately broke in half because of this.
Scenario 2: During the flood, a large piece of debris could have been being carried with
the flow of the water. Upon impact with the pipe, it broke it into half.
Something extra that might be of interest to some people was that Fairfax County never
alerted anyone about this spillage.

The repair
On June 25th 2022, construction vehicles came down Windflower Ln, and accessed the
stream in between 9008 and 9010 Windflower Ln, where there is a small strip of park
land.

^^ The workers drained the deep hole where the pipe is. On the right side of the picture,
you can see cleaner water, which is what the upper portion of the stream looked like.
On the left, you can see the muddy stained water. This is what the stream below the
sewage spill looked like ^^

^^ Workers getting ready to drain the stream ^^
A pipe was run around the section where the pipe was, so that water would still flow into
the bottom portion of the stream while keeping the part they needed dry drained

^^ During the draining, one of the workers and I rescued fish that were stuck in the
drained section. About 300 fish were saved from the hole, with some notable ones
being the large white sucker shown in the photo above, a yellow bullhead, and many
large creek chubs, sunfish, and other species. ^^

^^ The fish managed to fill up 2 large igloo water coolers. They were released into the
lower portions of the stream, with only a few casualties ^^

^^ The yellow bullhead. There were many other bullheads, but this is the only one that
was able to have a good photo taken of ^^

^^ While the pipe was being drained, I looked directly below it in a usually faster moving
portion of the stream for and life. In only about 10 minutes, I found around 7-8 newts
and salamanders ^^

^^ This is what the section of stream looked like after it was fully drained. ^^
After it had been fully drained, they began installing the new pipe

^^ Digging out the old pipe and putting in a new one ^^

^^ Putting large rocks over the pipe to protect it from future erosion ^^

^^ Filling up the entire hole where the pipe was ^^

^^ This photo was taken a few hours after they had completed the installation of the new
pipe. The entire deep hole has been covered in rocks to protect the pipe. ^^
The day after they finished, they came back with another truck load of rocks and added
them to the side of the creek on the left of this picture.
Now, the rocks are always above the water level by a few inches, and it is incredibly
easy to walk across the creek. The water does not flow over the rocks anymore, but
through them. This may have created a more difficult environment for the suckers that
migrate up Long Branch stream to spawn each spring, although I am not sure about
this.
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